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Now she peers into the eyes of the Lion
And as she does a mystery is revealed
Something hidden, just beyond the tears
Power no mere mortal yet can wield

The mask is stripped away
And night time turns to day
A lion yet a lamb before her stands
The eyes you stare into
And looking back at you
He is revealed the Son of Man

Heaven lies beyond the next curve of the road
And with a simple smile He turns to lead her away
The tears are wiped away,the pain of years is taken
and forever she is freed
If you could see her face
as she comes to the place she will forever remain
Free to be a child free as the wind as wild
She resides in glory evermore
Nevermore to die, the sweetest by and by
Grace unbounded forevermore

Now the end of the dream is before you
Now the glory, the martyr is coming home!

Time beyond time, the color of all we do
Now the space beyond reason for me and you
Run as the child to the wind of the season
Free as the wind in the space beyond time!
Crimson the eyes of the echoes of reason
Enter the realm of the truth of the rhyme
Lay down her head in the field of the flowers
Reaching to heaven will bring forth the day!

Throw off the chains for the mortal is done away
Her heart is breaking for joy unknown
All is as one and forever in all we do!
Radiant angel, Forgiven and crying love
Residing in rapture the life from above
All is as one and forever in all we do!
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Radiant angel, Forgiven and crying love
Residing in rapture, the life that exists above!
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